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Men are generally superior to women in remembering spatial relationships, whereas the reverse holds for semantic information, but the
neurobiological bases for these differences are not understood. Here we describe striking sexual dimorphism in synaptic mechanisms of
memory encoding in hippocampal field CA1, a region critical for spatial learning. Studies of acute hippocampal slices from adult rats and
mice show that for excitatory Schaffer– commissural projections, the memory-related long-term potentiation (LTP) effect depends upon
endogenous estrogen and membrane estrogen receptor � (ER�) in females but not in males; there was no evident involvement of nuclear
ER� in females, or of ER� or GPER1 (G-protein-coupled estrogen receptor 1) in either sex. Quantitative immunofluorescence showed
that stimulation-induced activation of two LTP-related kinases (Src, ERK1/2), and of postsynaptic TrkB, required ER� in females only,
and that postsynaptic ER� levels are higher in females than in males. Several downstream signaling events involved in LTP were
comparable between the sexes. In contrast to endogenous estrogen effects, infused estradiol facilitated LTP and synaptic signaling in
females via both ER� and ER�. The estrogen dependence of LTP in females was associated with a higher threshold for both inducing
potentiation and acquiring spatial information. These results indicate that the observed sexual dimorphism in hippocampal LTP reflects
differences in synaptic kinase activation, including both a weaker association with NMDA receptors and a greater ER�-mediated kinase
activation in response to locally produced estrogen in females. We propose that male/female differences in mechanisms and threshold for
field CA1 LTP contribute to differences in encoding specific types of memories.
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Introduction
Much has been learned about synaptic mechanisms of memory
encoding and the neuronal activity patterns that engage them.

This includes the particularly intriguing finding that memory-
related long-term potentiation (LTP) of excitatory transmission
in hippocampus (Vierk et al., 2012) and amygdala (Bender et al.,
2017) is dependent upon locally synthesized estrogen in females
but not in males. Hippocampal and other forebrain neurons ex-
press cytochrome p450 aromatase, the final enzyme in the pro-Received March 20, 2018; revised June 22, 2018; accepted July 15, 2018.
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Significance Statement

There is good evidence for male/female differences in memory-related cognitive function, but the neurobiological basis for this
sexual dimorphism is not understood. Here we describe sex differences in synaptic function in a brain area that is critical for
learning spatial cues. Our results show that female rodents have higher synaptic levels of estrogen receptor � (ER�) and, in
contrast to males, require membrane ER� for the activation of signaling kinases that support long-term potentiation (LTP), a form
of synaptic plasticity thought to underlie learning. The additional requirement of estrogen signaling in females resulted in a higher
threshold for both LTP and hippocampal field CA1-dependent spatial learning. These results describe a synaptic basis for sexual
dimorphism in encoding spatial information.
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duction of estradiol (E2), the most prevalent and potent estrogen
in brain, and this enzyme is concentrated in hippocampal axon
terminals in both sexes (Hojo et al., 2004, 2011; Kato et al., 2013;
Tabatadze et al., 2014). Resultant E2 levels are substantially
higher in hippocampus than in plasma, and, somewhat surpris-
ingly, higher in males than in females (Mukai et al., 2010; Ooishi
et al., 2012). Nevertheless, blocking local E2 production has been
shown to eliminate LTP in females while having little if any effect
on potentiation in males (Vierk et al., 2012; Bender et al., 2017).
This is all the more surprising in that exogenous E2 applied at
physiological concentrations is an extremely potent enhancer of
glutamatergic transmission and hippocampal LTP in both sexes
(Woolley, 2007; Kramár et al., 2009). These findings raise a num-
ber of fundamental questions concerning sex differences in the
plasticity of excitatory synaptic transmission. Where in the com-
plex signaling cascades that produce LTP does the neurosteroid
exert its effects in females? Why do not the high levels of local
estrogen in males contribute to LTP? And, regarding functional
outcome, does the addition of an estrogen step in the production
of enduring changes in synaptic strength in females affect the
threshold levels of synaptic activity needed for inducing stable
LTP, a point with evident implications for learning?

To address these issues the present studies first evaluated the
type of estrogen receptor (ER) required for LTP of the glutama-
tergic, Schaffer-commissural (S-C) afferents to hippocampal
field CA1 in adult female rats and mice. Although contributions
of multiple ERs to synaptic responses have been described for
hippocampal synapses (Smejkalova and Woolley, 2010; Kumar et
al., 2015; Oberlander and Woolley, 2016), we anticipated this
would be ER� because the infusion of agonists for this receptor
enhances synaptic AMPA receptor responses and facilitates field
CA1 LTP whereas ER� agonists do not (Kramár et al., 2009;
Smejkalova and Woolley, 2010). However, the receptor critical
for S-C LTP in females proved to be ER� and, more specifically,
membrane-associated as opposed to nuclear ER�. Subsequent
analyses identified an unexpected mode of action for ER� in
females and, in particular, sexually dimorphic regulation of the
NMDAR-regulated kinases Src, extracellular signal-regulated
protein kinase 1/2 (Erk1/2), and tropomyosin receptor kinase B
(TrkB), each of which play critical roles in consolidating newly in-
duced LTP. The studies also identified markedly lower levels of syn-
aptic ER� in males compared with females, suggesting a reason why
males do not use local estrogen to enhance plasticity.

The above results provided a neurobiological perspective
from which to consider the much discussed question of sex dif-
ferences in learning (Andreano and Cahill, 2009; Choleris et al.,
2018). In in vivo studies of gonadally intact females, the problem
is complicated by variations in levels of the circulating estrogen
associated with phases of the estrous cycle. Using hippocampal
slices from females, we found that infused E2, acting through
both ER� and ER�, engages the same kinases activated by local
estrogen through ER� during the induction of LTP and, further,
that contributions of local estrogen offset a higher activity thresh-
old for stable potentiation in females compared with males. Stud-
ies of field CA1-dependent spatial (object location) learning
during the high versus low estrogen stages of the estrous cycle
confirmed predictions from the LTP work regarding the activa-
tion of synaptic kinases and memory encoding.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Experiments were conducted using adult (2– 4 months of age)
rats and mice of both sexes that were group housed (four rats or five mice
per cage) with food and water available ad libitum. All animals were on a

12 h light/dark cycle. Experiments were initiated from 8:00 to 10:00 A.M.
for electrophysiology and treatments for biochemical measures; animals
were killed between 10:00 and 11:00 A.M. for studies involving immu-
nofluorescence analysis alone. Animals were naive to treatment before
the procedures described. Experiments were conducted in accordance
with National Institutes of Health Guidelines for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals, and protocols were approved by the University of
California, Irvine, Institutional Care and Use Committee.

Estrous staging of female rats and mice. For all females used, estrous
cycle state was evaluated using vaginal smears collected by lavage and
Nissl staining (McLean et al., 2012). For electrophysiological studies, the
estrous cycle state was determined from samples collected at the time of
killing and was evaluated after the analysis of electrophysiological record-
ings. Results are reported separately for cases within proestrus (i.e., with
smears showing a majority of large nucleated epithelial cells) compared
with those outside proestrus, including estrus (showing clusters of cor-
nified epithelial cells) and diestrus (many small darkly stained leukocytes
and some cornified epithelial cells; McLean et al., 2012; Kato et al., 2013).
As circulating estrogen levels are low in the latter states relative to proes-
trus (Kato et al., 2013), results for animals at these stages are presented
together as “non-proestrus” for electrophysiological and signaling analyses.
For behavioral experiments, vaginal smears were collected and evaluated by
an independent investigator for several days before experimental use to select
animals for training when in a specific estrous state. These animals were
coded and run for behavioral analysis blind to that state.

Hippocampal slice electrophysiology. Extracellular field recordings were
collected from hippocampal slices prepared from 40- to 50-d-old male
and female Sprague Dawley rats (Harlan Laboratories) and 3- to
4-month-old male and female mice. The latter included mutants engi-
neered to prevent trafficking of ER� to the nucleus [i.e., membrane-only
ER� (MOER) mice; Pedram et al., 2013] or to the plasma membrane
[nucleus-only ER� (NOER) mice; Pedram et al., 2014] along with age-,
sex-, and background strain (C57BL/6N)-matched wild-type (WT) mice
for comparison. Some studies used conditional �1-integrin knockouts
(cKOs) and paired WTs (Wang et al., 2016a). The �1 cKOs were gener-
ated by crossing mice homozygous for a floxed �1-exon 3 with mice
expressing Cre under control of the CaMKII promoter, thus generating
progeny in which �1 integrin expression was knocked down in excitatory
hippocampal and cortical neurons beginning at �3 weeks of age.

Acute hippocampal slices were prepared as described previously
(Trieu et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016b), collected into chilled high-
magnesium artificial CSF (ACSF) containing the following (in mM): 124
NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.25 KH2PO4, 5.0 MgSO4, 26 NaHCO3, and 10 dextrose.
Then the slices were transferred to an interface recording chamber at
31 � 1°C with 60 –70 ml/h infusion of oxygenated ACSF containing the
following (in mM): 124 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.25 KH2PO4, 1.5 MgSO4, 26
NaHCO3, 2.5 CaCl2, and 10 dextrose (Wang et al., 2016b). Experiments
began 1.5 h after slice preparation. To study the responses of S-C inner-
vation of field CA1b stratum radiatum (SR), stimulating electrodes were
placed in CA1a and CA1c SR (Fig. 1) and a glass recording electrode (2 M

NaCl filled, 2–3 M�) was positioned in CA1b SR at the midpoint be-
tween the two stimulating electrodes; all electrodes were equidistant
from the pyramidal cell layer (offset by �100 �m) to optimize recording
responses to stimulation of the S-C projection, which courses parallel to
that cell layer. Stimulation intensity was set to elicit field EPSPs (fEPSPs)
that were 50 – 60% of the maximum spike-free response. fEPSP initial
slopes and peak amplitudes were measured using NACGather 2.0 (Theta
Burst). With reagent infusion (e.g., ER� or ER� antagonist), LTP was
assessed within 30 min of infusion onset. Baseline stimulation was ap-
plied as single pulses at 3 pulses/min, and slices received experimental
treatments after recording stable baseline responses for a minimum of 20
min. Unless otherwise specified, for electrophysiological studies LTP was
induced with a single train of theta burst stimulation (TBS; 10 bursts of
four pulses at 100 Hz, with 200 ms between bursts; at baseline stimulation
intensity) applied via one electrode. In abbreviated stimulation proto-
cols, parameters of the individual stimulation bursts were the same, burst
pairs and triplets were presented with 200 ms between the bursts, and
there was a 2 min gap between sets (i.e., between pairs or triplets in the
different protocols). In experiments involving TBS, control slices re-
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ceived similarly placed low-frequency stimulation (LFS) of three pulses
per minute. Group comparisons of the magnitude of LTP considered the
mean response (fEPSP slope) during the last 5 min of electrophysiolog-
ical recordings relative to baseline recordings. For immunofluorescence
analyses of synaptic signaling associated with LTP, single 10 burst trains
of TBS were applied to each of the two stimulating electrodes (Fig. 1),
with 30 s between application of the first and second train.

Drug application. For hippocampal slice studies, antagonists were in-
troduced to the ACSF perfusion line using a syringe pump, whereas E2
was added directly to the perfusion ACSF reservoir. The effects of vehicle
(veh) and experimental reagent infusion were evaluated in parallel, on
separate recording chambers, using slices from the same animal. The
following reagents and final treatment concentrations were used: ER�
antagonist methyl-piperidino-pyrazole (MPP; 3 �M); ER� antagonist
4-[2-phenyl-5,7-bis(trifluoromethyl)pyrazolo[1,5-�] pyrimidin-3-yl]
phenol (PHTPP; 3 �M); �-E2 (1 nM); ANA-12 (750 nM); and rho-associated
coiled-coil protein kinase (ROCK) inhibitor H1152 dihydrochloride (100
nM), all from Tocris Bioscience; and selective G-protein-coupled ER
(GPER1) antagonist G15 (500 nM; Cayman Chemical). For slice studies, all
compounds were prepared in 100% dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) with the
latter diluted to a final concentration in the ACSF bath of �0.01% for both
experimental and vehicle infusions. Echistatin (10 �M; Sigma-Aldrich) was
diluted in ACSF and applied locally by pressure ejection (Picospritzer, Gen-
eral Valve; Kramár et al., 2006). For electrophysiological analyses, the period
of reagent infusion is indicated by a horizontal gray bar on the fEPSP plots. In
particular, for LTP studies using ER� and ER� antagonists, those com-
pounds were infused beginning 30 min before until 10 min after TBS. For
studies of the effects of hippocampal estrogen depletion, mice were given
systemic injections of formestane (2 mg/kg, s.c.; Tocris Bioscience) daily for
7 d with the last treatment 1 d before experimental use. For behavioral ex-
periments, mice were given intraperitoneal injections of the following drugs
(or vehicle): MPP or PHTPP (0.6 mg/kg, 60 min before behavior) dissolved
in saline with 5% DMSO (Labouesse et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017).

Immunostaining and fluorescence deconvolution tomography. Hip-
pocampal slices were immersion fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and sec-
tioned at 20 �m, and then the slide mounted tissue sections were
processed for dual immunofluorescence and fluorescence deconvolution
tomography (FDT) as described previously (Rex et al., 2009; Babayan et
al., 2012; Seese et al., 2013, 2014). Primary antisera cocktails included
rabbit antisera to pTrkB Y515 (Wang et al., 2016a; 1:500; catalog #NB100-
92656, Novus Biologicals; RRID:AB_1218205), the activated conformation
of �1 integrin (Wang et al., 2016a; 1:400; catalog #MAB2259Z, EMD Milli-
pore; RRID:AB_94616), pFAK Y397 (Bock and Herz, 2003; 1:500; catalog
#44-624G, ThermoFisher Scientific; RRID:AB_2533701), pCofilin Ser3
(Lauterborn et al., 2017; 1:500; catalog #ab12866, Abcam; RRID:

AB_299488), pERK1/2 Thr202/Tyr204 (Seese et
al., 2014; 1:500; catalog #4370, Cell Signaling
Technology; RRID:AB_2315112), phosphory-
lated (p) Src Tyr418 (Chen et al., 2010; 1:500;
catalog #44-660G, Thermo Fisher Scientific;
RRID:AB_1500523), ER� (1:700; catalog #sc-
542, Santa Cruz Biotechnology; RRID:
AB_631470), orGPER1(1:1000;catalog#ab39742,
Abcam; RRID:AB_1141090) in combination
with mouse anti-postsynaptic density-95 [PSD-
95; 1:1000; catalog #MA1-045, Thermo Fisher
Scientific (RRID:AB_325399); or catalog #ab12093,
Abcam (RRID:AB_298846)], or mouse anti-ER�
(1:700; catalog #sc-390243, Santa Cruz Biotech-
nology; RRID:AB_2728765) in combination with
goat anti-PSD-95 (1:1000; catalog #ab12093, Ab-
cam; RRID:AB_298846). Secondary antisera in-
cluded Alexa Fluor 594 anti-rabbit IgG with
Alexa Fluor 488 anti-mouse IgG or anti-goat
IgG, or Alexa Fluor 594 anti-mouse IgG with
Alexa Fluor 488 anti-goat IgG (1:1000; Life
Technologies).

For measures of synaptic immunolabeling,
epifluorescence images were collected at 63� us-
ing a Leica DM6000B Microscope equipped with

a Ludl stage with a BioPrecision Stepper motor driven by Volocity 4.0 soft-
ware (PerkinElmer). Image z-stacks were collected in 200 nm steps through
a depth of 2 �m from CA1b SR for a total sample field of 136 � 105 � 2 �m
(28,560 �m 3). An individual z-stack was collected from CA1b SR from
each of four to five tissue sections through each hippocampal slice. For
image collection from slices having received S-C stimulation, the z-stack
was collected from the mid-point between the positions of the two stim-
ulation electrodes (evident by slight tissue damage) and at comparable
distance from the cell layer (Fig. 1). Thus, the image-sample field was
�200 �m from each of the stimulation electrodes. The sample field was
similarly placed (central CA1b SR) in slices that did not receive stimula-
tion. In all cases, images were processed through restorative deconvolu-
tion (99% confidence, Volocity 4.0) and individual z-stacks were used to
construct a three-dimensional (3D) montage of each sample field; within
that field, objects were detected using threshold image segmentation
across each channel separately. An image was normalized and thresh-
olded at a given intensity threshold, erosion and dilation were used to fill
holes and remove background pixels, and objects were segmented based
on connected pixels above a threshold using in-house software (using C,
Java, Matlab, and Perl). All immunofluorescent elements meeting size
constraints of synapses, and detected across multiple intensity thresh-
olds, were quantified using automated systems (Rex et al., 2009; Babayan
et al., 2012; Seese et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016a); objects that were not
detected at multiple thresholds were not counted as these likely represent
artifacts (Babayan et al., 2012). The PSD-95-immunoreactive (IR) ele-
ments were considered to be double labeled for the second antigen if
there was contact or overlap in fields of the two fluorophores as assessed
in 3D. These procedures result in the analysis of �30,000 reconstructed
PSD-95-IR elements (i.e., PSDs) per sample field and �100,000 PSDs per
slice. Using this approach, we have been able to quantify treatment effects
on signaling proteins that are restricted to the presynaptic or postsynap-
tic compartment with the induction of LTP (Chen et al., 2010; Wang et
al., 2018).

The quantification of synaptic immunolabeling is presented graphi-
cally in two ways. First, using automated systems, the density of immu-
noreactivity to the antigen colocalized with PSD-95 was measured for
each double-labeled PSD, and the numbers of such elements within a
particular density range were expressed as a percentage of all double-
labeled PSDs (i.e., double-labeled, PSD-95-IR elements) within the full
28,560 �m 3 sample field. These results were used to construct line graph,
immunolabeling density frequency distributions wherein elements with
lower levels of immunoreactivity (e.g., for pSrc) are plotted toward the
left and those with dense immunoreactivity are plotted toward the right
on the x-axis; for these data, significance was determined using repeated-

Figure 1. Electrode and image sample field placement in CA1 SR. A, B, Images show at low-magnification, DAPI-labeled cellular
nuclei (A) and immunofluorescence (B) for PSD-95 in the same CA1 field of a hippocampal slice to illustrate the position of the
stimulating electrodes (arrows indicate areas of visible electrode damage) and of image z-stack collection (rectangle drawn to the
scale of the sample field). In this case, the electrodes were lowered deep within the tissue to create visible damage for illustration
purposes. SP, Stratum Pyramidale; SR, Stratum Radiatum. Scale bar: A (for A, B), 200 �m.
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measures (RM) ANOVA. Second, to provide an index of the proportion
of PSD-95-IR synapses densely labeled for the second antigen, bar graphs
show the numbers of synapses for which immunolabeling for the second
antigen was at and above a specific density threshold (in all analyses,
immunfluorescence density of �90) normalized to the control group
(vehicle or LFS) mean for that particular experiment; for these analyses,
significance was determined using a two-tailed t test (two groups) or
one-way ANOVA followed by post hoc comparisons (three or more
groups). In all cases, group mean � SEM values are shown.

To illustrate the synaptic localization of ER�, image z-stacks of dual
ER� and PSD-95 immunolabeling (in tissue processed as described
above) were recorded using a ThorLabs two-photon microscope, and 1.4
numerical aperture, 63� objective z-stacks were collected at the Nyquist
rate (0.13 �m steps through a depth of 2 �m). Stacks were deconvolved
using AutoQuant version 2.2.1 (Media Cybernetics) and constructed
into a 3D montage using Imaris (Bitplane; Lauterborn et al., 2016).

Object location memory. As detailed previously (Seese et al., 2014),
C57BL/6J mice at 8 –10 weeks of age were handled for 2 min daily for 5 d
and then habituated to a white (24 � 30 � 30 cm) Plexiglas chamber for
5 min/d for at least 5 d. For the training trial the following day, mice were
placed in the chamber containing identical small glass funnels in two
adjacent corners of the apparatus for 5 or 10 min. For retention testing,
mice were returned to the chamber 24 h post-training, with either the left
or right funnel being displaced toward the chamber center, and were
allowed to explore for 5 min. Animal movements within the chamber
were video recorded using an overhead camera for all training and test
sessions. Movements were scored from the videos by an observer who
was blind to experimental group and treatment. Object exploration was
scored in seconds when the animal was facing toward and sniffing the
object (funnel) within �0.5 cm. Interaction was not scored when the
animal climbed over the object or when they were within the zone but not
addressing the objects (i.e., turning head). Discrimination index (DI)
was calculated as 100 � (tnovel � tfamiliar)/(tnovel 	 tfamiliar) and total
object exploration time was the total sum time of interactions with both
objects.

Experimental design and statistical analyses. Execution of experimental
procedures and analyses were arranged to enhance rigor and avoid
experimenter bias. Specifically, for analyses of electrophysiological re-
sponses in NOER and MOER mice, hippocampal slices from age-
matched mutant and wild-type mice were run simultaneously on parallel
electrophysiology rigs using the same ACSF and reagent solutions. For
studies of the effects of sex and estrogen receptor antagonism on synaptic
signaling, acute hippocampal slices from the same animal were run on
parallel rigs to first assess the effect of the test reagent (e.g., MPP, rig 1)
versus vehicle (rig 2) on synaptic responses in the same animal. The slices
were then fixed and processed for immunostaining in batches that in-
cluded groups to be compared for that particular analysis (e.g., male vs
female, with MPP vs without MPP). Immunofluorescent labeling was
photographed blind to group, and the quantification of synaptic labeling
was accomplished using automated systems that avoid the potential ef-
fects of experimenter bias.

Group sizes for the different analyses were selected on the basis of past
experience and to be equal to or exceed the dictates of power analyses. For
electrophysiological studies, power analysis determined that with the
typical effect size and profile (i.e., LTP magnitude entailing a 50% in-
crease in fEPSP slope; � 
 15; � 
 0.05; power 
 0.80) the minimal
sample size to determine the significance of a 20% change in LTP mag-
nitude would be five slices/group. For immunofluorescence analyses, the
power analysis determined that, for typical effect sizes from similar stud-
ies (Wang et al., 2016a), we needed an “n” of at least four slices/group. For
behavior experiments, similar calculations determined with an effect size
(i.e., DI) of 30% (� 
 10%; � 
 0.05; power 
 0.80) that the minimal
sample size to detect a 10% difference in the DI would be three per group.
As to exclusions, no animals were excluded from analysis in behavioral
studies. For immunofluorescence, in rare instances where measures from
an individual tissue section appeared to be strikingly different from oth-
ers in that set, we constructed immunofluorescence cumulative density
distributions and would exclude the section from analysis if the initial
slope of that distribution was �4 SDs from the mean slope for all other

sections in that treatment group. No electrophysiological results (for
individual animals or slices) were dropped. Throughout the text, n values
denote the numbers of hippocampal slices per group unless otherwise
indicated. For electrophysiological studies, slices were obtained from
four or more animals. For behavioral experiments, the analyses of move-
ments were made from video recordings by an investigator blind to es-
trous cycle state and experimental group.

The results are presented as group mean � SEM values. Statistical
significance (i.e., p � 0.05) was evaluated using a two-tailed Student’s t
test unless otherwise specified; some experiments used one- and two-way
ANOVA (GraphPad Prism, GraphPad Software ) as indicated. In graphs,
asterisks denote the level of significance (*p � 0.05; **p � 0.01; ***p �
0.001).

Results
LTP consolidation in female CA1 requires endogenous
estrogen acting on membrane ER�
Prior work had shown that in rats the depletion of estrogen levels
using the aromatase inhibitor letrozole, given in vivo in several
daily systemic injections before acute slice preparation or in bath
treatments of cultured hippocampal slices, impairs LTP in the
S-C projections to field CA1 of females but not males (Vierk et al.,
2012). We tested for similar sex-specific effects of estrogen deple-
tion on TBS-induced S-C LTP in mice using in vivo pretreatment
(seven daily intraperitoneal injections) with the structurally dif-
ferent aromatase inhibitor formestane (Wei et al., 2014). In acute
hippocampal slices from formestane-pretreated female mice,
TBS applied to the S-C projections elicited normal initial poten-
tiation but this failed to stabilize, with responses decaying to con-
trol levels over the hour post-TBS; in contrast, potentiation in
females pretreated with vehicle was stable and robust (Fig. 2A,
left). The infusion of 1 nM E2 largely restored LTP in slices from
formestane-pretreated female mice (Fig. 2A, right). Formestane pre-
treatment had no effect on S-C potentiation in slices from males
(p 
 0.69, t(14) 
 0.41; veh, n 
 7; formestane, n 
 9). Together with
prior results, these experiments demonstrate that in females, but not
in males, field CA1 LTP is dependent upon local estrogen action.

Next, we used selective receptor antagonists to evaluate which
of the principle ERs expressed in hippocampus (ER�, ER�, and
GPER1; Hara et al., 2015) mediates the effects of endogenous
estrogen on LTP. Infusion of the ER� antagonist MPP (3 �M)
markedly reduced S-C potentiation in slices from females, but
not males (Fig. 2B). Bath treatment with antagonists for ER�
(PHTPP, 3 �M) or the third ER in hippocampus GPER1 (Almey
et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2015; Waters et al., 2015; G15, 500 nM)
had no effect on LTP in females (Fig. 2C,D). Similarly, PHTPP
infusion had no effect on S-C LTP in males (p 
 0.74, t(14) 
 0.23,
n 
 8/group); this despite the finding that E2 infusion both facil-
itates LTP and enhances baseline synaptic transmission in males
via ER� (Kramár et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2016a). We conclude
that the effects of local estrogen on LTP depends on ER� in
females only.

In slices from females, the composite response to the first theta
burst in a train (Fig. 2E) and the well known within-train facili-
tation of burst responses (Kramár et al., 2009; Fig. 2F) were com-
parable to responses in slices from males and, similarly, were not
affected by MPP treatment. Within-train facilitation reflects the
suppression of feedforward IPSPs and associated increases in
NMDAR-mediated depolarization (Larson and Lynch, 1986).
Thus, these findings indicate that the initial triggering steps
for LTP are similar in CA1 of males and females and are not
influenced by estrogen acting through ER�. Note also that the
initial S-C potentiation produced by TBS, a variable that is
strongly dependent on NMDARs (Larson and Lynch, 1986),
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was comparable in males and females and was unaffected by
MPP (Fig. 2B).

To further test the conclusion that ER� is critical for S-C LTP in
adult females, we assessed potentiation in transgenic mice selectively
lacking either membrane or nuclear variants of the receptor. NOER
mice have a point mutation that prevents ER� palmitoylation and,
as a consequence, plasma membrane trafficking (Pedram et al.,
2014). The mutants have impaired reproductive tract development
like full ER� knockouts (Pedram et al., 2014), but hippocampal
structure and basic synaptic physiology are normal. Input/output
(I/O) curves for fEPSPs were comparable for slices from NOER and
WT female mice (Fig. 2G, left). However, despite normal initial po-
tentiation, LTP failed to stabilize in female NOER mice (Fig. 2G,
right). In contrast, in slices from female mice that express the
membrane-associated ER�, but lack nuclear ER� (MOER mice; Pe-
dram et al., 2013), the S-C I/O curve and LTP were normal (Fig. 2H).
In distinction from females, male NOER mice were indistinguish-
able from WTs with regard to both the S-C I/O curve and LTP (Fig.
2I). These results reinforce the conclusion that ER� is needed for
LTP in female, but not male, hippocampal field CA1 and further
show that nuclear ER� does not contribute to the I/O curve or to
LTP in either sex.

Females require ER� for TBS activation of synaptic kinases
critical for LTP
Activation of synaptic NMDARs is already evident on the second
burst in a TBS train, and this is among the first steps in the
induction of S-C LTP (Lynch et al., 2013). This is quickly fol-
lowed by NMDAR-dependent activation of postsynaptic kinases
including the Src family kinases (Src; Chen et al., 2010) and
ERK1/2 (Wang et al., 2007; El Gaamouch et al., 2012). Src kinases
then phosphorylate the cytoplasmic tail of NMDAR subunit
NR2B, further increasing calcium influx (Salter and Kalia, 2004;
Trepanier et al., 2012). These secondary signaling events support
LTP stabilization and memory formation (Lu et al., 1998; Gio-
vannini et al., 2001; Bozon et al., 2003; Giovannini, 2006; Ya-
mazaki et al., 2006; Patterson et al., 2010) and, for Src, promote
activation of other synaptic receptors required for LTP stabiliza-
tion including the neurotrophin receptor TrkB (Chen et al.,
2010) and �1 integrins (Babayan et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2016a).
Membrane ER� signals to both Src and ERK1/2 in various cell
types including neurons (Song et al., 2005; Fu and Simoncini,
2008; Micevych et al., 2017). We therefore used immunofluores-
cence to test whether ER� modulates TBS-driven increases in
synaptic Src and ERK1/2 phosphorylation at specific activation
sites in hippocampal slices from male and female rats. Dual im-

Figure 2. Local estrogen promotes LTP via membrane ER� in female hippocampus. LTP was induced by TBS of S-C projections, and fEPSPs were recorded from CA1 SR; in this and subsequent illustrations,
periods of reagent infusion are indicated by a horizontal gray line on the fEPSP plot. A, Left, In vivo formestane pretreatment severely impaired LTP in slices from female rats ( p
0.0026, t(10) 
3.98 for veh vs
formestane during the last 5 min of recordings; n 
 6/group). Right, E2 (1 nM) perfusion initiated 30 min before TBS rescued LTP in slices from formestane-pretreated females ( p 
 0.017, t(17) 
 2.65;
formestane,n
6;formestane	E2,n
13).B,ER�antagonistMPPblockedLTPinfemaleslices(left;p�0.0001,t(26)
5.55;n
14/group)butnotmaleslices(right;p
0.87,t(16)
0.16,n
9/group).
C, D, Neither ER� antagonist PHTPP (C; p
0.70, t(10) 
0.39; n
6/group) nor GPER1 antagonist G15 (D; p
0.84, t(17) 
0.21; veh, n
10; G15, n
9) influenced S-C LTP in females. E, The size (area) of
the first theta burst response was not different among female, female	MPP, or male slices ( p
0.20, F(2,26) 
1.70, one-way ANOVA; male, n
7; other groups, n
10). F, MPP did not influence the theta
burst response enhancement between the first and second burst in females ( p
0.77, F(1,18)
0.09, two-way ANOVA; n
10/group). G, The fiber volley-to-fEPSP amplitude relationship (I/O curve) for female
NOER mice was comparable to that of female WTs ( p 
0.61, F(9,90) 
0.81, two-way ANOVA; n 
6/group) but S-C LTP failed to stabilize ( p 
0.0006, t(14) 
4.39 vs WT; WT, n 
6; NOER, n 
10). H, For
female MOER mice, both the I/O curve ( p
0.21, F(8,144) 
1.37, two-way RM ANOVA; WT, n
10; MOER, n
12) and S-C LTP (inset bar graph; LTP expressed as percentage baseline, p
0.99, t(20) 
0.01;
WT, n
10; MOER, n
12) were comparable to measures from female WTs. I, For male NOER mice, both the I/O curve ( p
0.93, F(7,77) 
0.36, two-way ANOVA; WT, n
7; NOER, n
6) and S-C LTP (inset
bar graph, p 
 0.77, t(23) 
 0.30; WT, n 
 9; NOER, n 
 16) were comparable to measures from male WTs.
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munofluorescence and FDT were used to
generate digital 3D reconstructions of
synapses immunolabeled for the target
phosphoprotein and the excitatory syn-
apse protein PSD-95 (Petersen et al.,
2003) in the CA1b field surrounding the
recording electrode (Fig. 3A). FDT sup-
ports the quantification of �30,000
double-labeled synapses per 136 � 105 �
2 �m image z-stack and �100,000 syn-
apses per hippocampal slice (Rex et al.,
2009; Babayan et al., 2012; Seese et al.,
2012), and the discrete localization of pro-
tein modifications to presynaptic versus
postsynaptic compartments (Chen et al.,
2010; Wang et al., 2018). We first con-
firmed the finding (Chen et al., 2010) that
a single TBS train increases the proportion
of PSDs associated with dense concentra-
tions of pSrc Y418 in male field CA1: in
slices receiving TBS, compared with those
receiving LFS, the density frequency distri-
bution for pSrc immunoreactivity colocal-
ized with PSD-95 exhibited a greater skew to
the right (Fig. 3B, left), and the proportion
of double-labeled synapses containing high
levels of pSrc immunoreactivity (�90 units
on the frequency distribution) was greater
(Fig. 3B, right). Infusion of the ER� blocker
MPP did not attenuate either effect in males
(Fig. 3B) and the ER� antagonist PHTPP
was also ineffective (data not shown; p �
0.999, F(19,418) 
 0.113, n 
 12/group for
frequency distributions in TBS vs TBS 	
PHTPP groups).

Strikingly different results were ob-
tained with slices from young adult fe-
males. For the CA1 SR recording field,
TBS increased both the rightward skew in

Figure 3. TBS-driven increases in synaptic pSrc and pERK are ER� dependent in females. Fluorescence deconvolution tomog-
raphy was used to assess the effects of S-C stimulation on synaptic immunolabeling at 3– 4 min post-TBS. Line graphs show
immunolabeling density frequency distributions for the phosphoprotein at all double-labeled (phosphoprotein-IR 	 PSD-95-IR)
synapses (see Materials and Methods); treatment effects on frequency distributions were assessed using two-way RM ANOVA. Bar
graphs show the proportion of double-labeled synapses containing dense immunolabeling for the phosphoprotein (�90 density
units) with group mean values normalized to the mean for control (LFS) slices. A, Deconvolved images show punctate localization
of PSD-95-IR (green) in combination with that for pSrc (red, left) and pERK1/2 (red, right); yellow indicates double-labeled
elements (arrows). Scale bar: large image, 10 �m; inset, 2 �m. B, In slices from males, TBS caused a greater rightward skew in the
pSrc density frequency distribution (thus, an increase in the proportion of synapses with dense pSrc immunoreactivity) compared
with the curve for slices receiving LFS ( p � 0.0001, F(19,323) 
 5.348; LFS, n 
 9; TBS, n 
 10; TBS 	 MPP, n 
 10); this effect
was not influenced by ER� antagonist MPP ( p 
 0.917, F(19,342) 
 0.585). Bar graph shows that in males TBS increased the

4

numbers of PSD-95-IR synapses with dense pSrc immunola-
beling relative to measures from slices receiving LFS and that
this effect was not altered by MPP (p 
 0.0135, F(2,28) 
 5.11,
Bonferroni’s test for post hoc comparisons; LFS vs TBS, *p �
0.05; LFS vs TBS 	 MPP, *p � 0.05; TBS vs TBS 	 MPP, n.s.).
C, In females, TBS also caused a greater rightward skew in the
pSrc immunolabeling density frequency distribution relative
to that for LFS slices (left; p � 0.0001, F(19,342) 
 24.56; n 

10/group); MPP substantially reduced this effect ( p �0.0001,
F(19,342) 
 5.981). The bar graph shows that in females the
proportion of PSDs with dense pSrc-IR was increased by TBS
and that this increase was substantially reduced by MPP ( p 

0.0002, F(2,29) 
 12.33; post-test: LFS vs TBS, p � 0.001; TBS
vs TBS 	 MPP, #p � 0.02; LFS vs TBS 	 MPP, n.s.). D, TBS
caused a greater rightward skew in the density frequency dis-
tribution for synaptic pERK-IR in female slices ( p � 0.0001,
F(19,361) 
 34.62; LFS, n 
 10; TBS, n 
 11; TBS 	 MPP,
n 
 8); MPP substantially reduced this effect ( p � 0.0001,
F(19,323) 
 10.01); bar graph shows that the TBS-driven in-
crease in the numbers of densely pERK-IR synapses was similar
in magnitude to that for pSrc and attenuated by MPP ( p �
0.0001, F(2,28) 
 19.68; LFS vs TBS, ***p � 0.0001; TBS vs
TBS 	 MPP, ##p � 0.01).
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the pSrc density frequency distribution (Fig. 3C, left) and the
percentage of PSDs with high concentrations of pSrc immunore-
activity (Fig. 3C, right); in contrast to results in males, the ER�
antagonist MPP significantly reduced both effects in females. As
previously reported for males, TBS causes a robust increase in
synaptic pERK1/2 Thr202/Tyr204 (Seese et al., 2012). This effect
of TBS was also present in slices from females but was markedly
reduced by MPP (Fig. 3A,D). Thus, two early NMDAR-dependent
steps in the production of S-C LTP require ER� function in females
but not in males.

Sexually dimorphic effects of infused
estradiol on synaptic kinase activation
The essential contribution of ER� to LTP
in females (but not males) could involve
the facilitation of NMDAR-gated synaptic
currents or a direct action of ER� on Src
and ERK1/2. As described above (Fig.
2E,F), the ER� antagonist MPP, infused
beginning 30 min before TBS, had no de-
tectable effect on the NMDAR-mediated
within-train increase in the size of the
composite fEPSP response, an observation
that argues against an influence of ER� on
NMDAR function during the induction of
LTP. Estrogen receptors signal directly to
both ERK1/2 and Src in various cell prepa-
rations (Fu and Simoncini, 2008), and we
found that bath perfusion of 1 nM E2 rap-
idly increased phosphorylation of synaptic
ERK1/2 in hippocampal slices from females,
as evidenced by an increase in the percent-
age of PSD-95-IR synapses associated with
high concentrations of pERK1/2. This effect
was substantially reduced by either ER�
blocker MPP (Fig. 4A) or ER� blocker
PHTPP (Fig. 4B). Similar results were ob-
tained for pSrc: in female slices, E2 infusion
and increased the rightward skew in the
density frequency distribution for synaptic
pSrc immunoreactivity (Fig. 4C) and in-
creased the proportion of PSDs associated
with dense pSrc immunoreactivity (Fig.
4D); both of these effects were significantly
attenuated by ER� antagonist MPP (Fig.
4C,D). These results confirm that in females
E2 acting through ER� directly promotes
intermediary steps (kinase activation) be-
tween the NMDARs and the actin remodel-
ing that underlies LTP (Lynch et al., 2013) at
hippocampal synapses. The results further
show that in contrast to the effects of endog-
enous estrogen, in females infused E2 influ-
ences these kinases through both ER� and
ER�.

We tested for similar regulation of the
synaptic kinases in slices from male rats
and found that E2 infusion robustly in-
creased the proportion of PSD-95-IR ex-
citatory synapses with dense pERK1/2
immunoreactivity, but in contrast to ef-
fects in females, this increase was not
influenced by the ER� blocker MPP
(Fig. 4E). In males, the ER� antagonist

PHTPP reduced E2-driven increases in synaptic pERK1/2
(Fig. 4F ). This result aligns with our previous observation that
ER� is critical for LTP enhancement by exogenous E2 in male
hippocampus with negligible contribution from ER� (Kramár
et al., 2009).

Synaptic ER� concentrations are higher in females
than males
The preceding results provide evidence that exogenous and local
estrogens both activate synaptic kinases via ER�-dependent

Figure 4. E2 infusion increases synaptic ERK1/2 and Src phosphorylation. A, E2 perfusion alone increased the percentage of
synapses with dense concentrations of synaptic pERK1/2-IR in female slices relative to veh treatment; the effect was reduced by
MPP ( p � 0.0001, F(2,35) 
 26.21; post hoc tests: veh vs E2, ***p � 0.0001; E2 vs E2 	 MPP, ###p � 0.001; n 
 10/group;
quantitative FDT analysis). B, Additional experiments confirmed that E2 increased synaptic pERK1/2-IR and further showed that
the ER� antagonist PHTPP reduced the effect ( p 
0.0002, F(2,28) 
12.27; post hoc tests: veh vs E2, *p �0.05; E2 vs E2	PHTPP,
#p � 0.05; veh, n 
 10; E2 and E2 	 PHTPP. n 
 11). C, E2 increased the rightward skew in the density frequency distribution for
pSrc-IR colocalized with PSD-95 (vs vehicle, p � 0.0001, F(19,418) 
 33.42); MPP blocked most of this effect ( p � 0.0001, F(19,418) 

12.32; n 
 12/group). D, E2 treatment of female slices produced the predicted, MPP-sensitive increase in the proportion of
doubled-labeled synapses with dense pSrc-IR relative to vehicle controls ( p 
 0.0002, F(2,29) 
 12.33; Bonferroni’s post-test: veh
vs E2, ***p � 0.0001; E2 vs E2 	 MPP, #p � 0.05; n 
 12/group). E, In male slices, E2 infusion increased the percentage of
synapses with dense pERK1/2-IR, but the increase was not affected by MPP ( p � 0.0001, F(2,29) 
 37.51; post hoc tests: veh vs E2,
***p�0.001; E2 vs E2	MPP, #p�0.05; n
10/group). F, Separate experiments replicated the E2-induced increase in synaptic
pERK1/2 in male slices and determined that this was suppressed in the presence of PHTPP ( p 
 0.0002, F(2,26) 
 12.27; post hoc
tests: veh vs E2, ***p 
 0.0001; E2 vs E2 	 PHTPP, ##p 
 0.01; veh and E2, n 
 10; E2 	 PHTPP, n 
 9).
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mechanisms in females but not in males. We used dual immuno-
fluorescence for PSD-95 and ER� (Fig. 5A), and quantitative
FDT to determine whether this sex difference reflects differences
in the abundance of synaptic ER�. First, there was no effect of sex
on the numbers of PSD-95-IR contacts (p 
 0.12, t(22) 
 1.603; 6
male, 12 female slices). The immunolabeling density frequency
distribution for synaptic (PSD-95 colocalized) ER� had a far
greater rightward skew for females than for males (Fig. 5B), re-
sulting in a significantly higher proportion of synapses with dense
ER�-IR (i.e., contacts with immunofluorescent density of �90;
Fig. 5C). This held for females that were or were not in proestrus,
as determined by histological assessment of vaginal smears. To
determine whether there are similar effects of sex on ER� and
GPER1 immunoreactivities, additional rats were processed for
FDT to quantify synaptic immunolabeling in CA1 SR. Both ER�
and GPER1 were predominantly localized to synapse-sized
puncta scattered across the sample field, many of which were
clearly colocalized with PSD-95 (Fig. 5F). The immunolabeling
density frequency distributions for synaptic (PSD-95 colocal-
ized) ER� were slightly different between males and females
because of a somewhat greater proportion of synapses with low-

density (83– 88 units) ER�-IR in males (Fig. 5D). The density
frequency distributions for GPER1-IR were not significantly dif-
ferent between sexes (Fig. 5E). In contrast to ER�, there were no
significant male–female differences in the proportion of PSDs
with dense (�90 density units) immunolabeling for ER� (p 

0.12, t(22) 
 1.6) or GPER1 (p 
 0.69, t(22) 
 0.4). As with prior
cohorts, there were no effects of sex on numbers of PSD-95-IR
synapses in the CA1 SR sample field (p 
 0.20, t(22) 
 1.32; n 

12/sex).

Sex differences in concentrations of ERs have been described
previously in brain (Brown et al., 1992), and greater total num-
bers of extranuclear ER�-IR elements (including dendrites, glia,
spines, and boutons) have been described for field CA1 of female
mice in diestrus compared with male mice (Mitterling et al.,
2010), but the present results constitute novel evidence for sig-
nificant sex differences at excitatory hippocampal synapses inde-
pendent of female estrous cycle state. The marked dimorphism in
synaptic ER� levels described here provides a plausible explana-
tion for at least some of the sex differences in the contributions of
neurosteroid estrogen to hippocampal LTP.

Figure 5. ER� is present at higher concentrations in female than in male CA1 synapses. A, Top left, Deconvolved two-photon microscopic images of immunofluorescent labeling were used to
construct a 3D montage of the CA1 sample field (shown); one can see that a subpopulation of PSD-95-IR contacts (green) also contains ER� immunoreactivity (double labeling appears yellow). Scale
bar, 2 �m. Top right, Image of a single double-labeled PSD shows the spatial relationship of areas occupied by PSD-95 (green) and ER� (red) immunoreactivities and the extent of overlap (merge,
yellow). Scale bar, 0.1 �m. Bottom, Image shows the montage from the same z-stack illustrated in the top left but with the top of that panel rotated away from the viewer to show double labeling
of the same puncta (arrows) from a different 3D viewpoint. B, The density frequency distribution for ER�-IR (colocalized with PSD-95) shows a greater rightward skew in females relative to males
( p � 0.0001, F(19,646) 
 17.28; males, n 
 12; female, n 
 24). C, Bar graph shows the percentage of double-labeled synapses with high concentrations of ER� immunolabeling (density units of
�90) normalized to the mean male value shows that there were far more dense ER�-IR synapses in females than in males (***p 
 0.0001, t(34) 
 4.40). D, E, Density frequency distributions for
all synapse-sized clusters of ER� (D) and GPER1 (E) immunoreactivities colocalized with PSD-95 in the CA1 SR sample field (n 
12/group, females in diestrus). For ER�-IR (D), there was a significant
interaction between sex and immunolabeling density ( p 
0.0005, F(21,462) 
2.4) because of a slightly greater proportion of synapses with low-density ER�-IR (density units 83– 88) in males than
in females. There was no effect of sex on the numbers of densely ER�-IR synapses (density units, �90; p 
 0.12; t(22) 
 1.6). For GPER1-IR, there were no group differences (GPER1: p 
 0.89;
F(20,440) 
 0.33). F, Deconvolved epifluorescence images shows that ER� and GPER1 (red) are both localized to synapse-sized puncta in CA1 SR and that some of those are colocalized with PSD-95
(green; doubles appear yellow). Scale bar, 2 �m.
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Downstream LTP stabilization mechanisms are comparable
between the sexes
�1-integrins
We tested if sex differences extend to elements known to regulate
the cytoskeletal reorganization that consolidates LTP in males
(Rex et al., 2009; Babayan et al., 2012; Lynch et al., 2013; Rudy,
2015) beginning with an analysis of TBS effects on synaptic �1
integrins. In male field CA1, TBS activates postsynaptic integrins
containing the �1 subunit and integrin-dependent signaling to
actin, a sequence that is required for stable LTP (Kramár et al.,
2006; Babayan et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2016a). Antisera that are
specific for the activated (Act) form of �1 integrin label discrete
puncta in field CA1 SR, a subset of which are colocalized with
PSD-95 (Fig. 6A). Using FDT to evaluate the effects of S-C stim-
ulation on levels of integrin activation showed that TBS increases
synaptic levels of Act-�1 immunoreactivity in female slices as
assessed 3– 4 min later (Fig. 6B,C). The magnitude of this effect
was comparable to that reported previously and confirmed
here for males ( p � 0.0001, F(21,588) 
 6.80 for the intensity
frequency distribution; and p 
 0.046, t(28) 
 2.08 for the
proportion of synapses with dense Act-�1-IR, respectively;
LFS vs TBS, n 
 15 slices/group).

Integrin signaling to actin is mediated in part by focal adhe-
sion kinase (FAK), a synaptic tyrosine kinase that is robustly
activated by TBS in male field CA1 (Babayan et al., 2012). Using
FDT to evaluate stimulation effects on synaptic pFAK Y397-IR
(Fig. 6D), we found that S-C TBS induced a comparable increase
in females, but in this case the ER� antagonist MPP blocked TBS
effects on both the greater rightward skew in the pFAK immuno-
labeling density frequency distribution and the proportion of
PSDs with dense pFAK immunoreactivity (Fig. 6E,F). We then
tested whether in females, as in males, �1 integrin engagement is
required for LTP in experiments using slices from cKO mice in
which the expression of �1 integrin by excitatory forebrain neu-
rons is reduced beginning at �3 weeks of age (Chan et al., 2006;
Huang et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2016a). For female �1 integrin
cKOs, as previously determined for males (Wang et al., 2016a),
the S-C I/O curves and baseline synaptic responses were not de-
tectably different from those of WTs (Fig. 6G). Nevertheless, LTP
stabilization was severely impaired in the cKOs (Fig. 6H). �1-
family integrins fall into two groups, which are distinguished by
whether or not they bind matrix ligands containing the amino
acid sequence arg-gly-asp (RGD; Humphries et al., 2006). We
found that the potent disintegrin echistatin, a toxin that inhibits
RGD-binding integrins, disrupted LTP stabilization in females
(Fig. 6I), as was previously shown for males (Kramár et al., 2006).

BDNF signaling
The neurotrophin BDNF, acting on synaptic TrkB receptors, is
critical for TBS-induced dendritic spine actin polymerization
and the production of stable LTP in male hippocampus (Figurov
et al., 1996; Kramár et al., 2004; Rex et al., 2007; Minichiello,
2009). Using dual immunolabeling for PSD-95 and pTrkB Y515
(Fig. 7A) in combination with FDT, we determined that TBS-
induced increases in synaptic pTrkB are ER� dependent (i.e.,
fully blocked by MPP) in females, as is evident in both immuno-
labeling density frequency distributions and analyses of the
proportions of PSDs containing particularly dense pTrkB immu-
noreactivity (Fig. 7A). In contrast, in males the similarly robust
TBS-induced increases in postsynaptic pTrkB immunoreactivity
were unaffected by ER� antagonism (Fig. 7B). We then con-
firmed that TrkB is critical for LTP in females, as in males, using
the TrkB inhibitor ANA-12 (Zhang et al., 2015; Fig. 7C). Previous

work showed that, in male field CA1, TrkB activation by infused
E2 is dependent upon �1 integrin function (Wang et al., 2016a),
a finding consistent with reports that integrins enable the activi-
ties of neighboring transmembrane receptors in many circum-
stances (Meng et al., 2011; Munger and Sheppard, 2011). We
tested for similar receptor cross talk in the instance of female LTP
by evaluating TBS effects on TrkB in the presence and absence of
functioning �1 integrins: the increase in synaptic pTrkB levels
produced by a single TBS train in slices from female WT mice was
not present in age-matched female �1 cKOs (Fig. 7D), thereby
showing that in females synaptic TrkB activation was �1 integrin
dependent.

Actin signaling
Both �1 integrin and TrkB engage actin regulatory signaling in-
volving the small GTPase RhoA and its effectors ROCK, LIM
kinase, and cofilin. These events are critical for the production of
stable S-C LTP in males (Rex et al., 2009; Lynch and Gall, 2013).
Similar signaling was identified in females. Using dual immuno-
labeling and FDT, we determined that in females TBS increased
levels of phosphorylated cofilin (Ser3)-IR colocalized with PSD-95
(Fig. 7E), as described for males (Chen et al., 2007), and that the
infusion of the ROCK inhibitor H1152 eliminated TBS-induced
S-C potentiation (Fig. 7F).

In all, we found no evidence for sex differences in the complex,
downstream signaling events required for LTP consolidation
other than the dependency on ER� in females.

Sexual dimorphism in LTP and learning threshold
TBS, which mimics cell firing during learning (Otto et al., 1991),
is near optimal for inducing LTP in males (Larson et al., 1986)
and generates a similar degree of potentiation in females (Kramár
et al., 2009). In accord with previous work (Bi et al., 2001), the
percentage of LTP induced by a 10-burst TBS train was slightly
higher in slices collected from females in proestrus (high circu-
lating estrogen levels) than from females not in proestrus (52.0 �
4.1% vs 37.9 � 4.5%, respectively; p 
 0.047; proestrus, n 
 7;
non-proestrus, n 
 5). Nevertheless, we observed substantial sex
differences in LTP threshold: five pairs of theta bursts, delivered
at 2 min intervals, produced significant S-C LTP in slices from
male rats, as described previously (Larson et al., 1993), but not in
those from female rats (Fig. 8A). Differences were evident after
the first three burst pairs; male responses continued to increase
with subsequent bursts, whereas female responses did not (Fig.
8B). We next tested whether the threshold for LTP corresponds
to that for activating synaptic ERK1/2: the minimum condition
for inducing potentiation was sufficient to cause a robust increase
in synaptic pERK1/2-IR in males but not in females (Fig. 8C). In
contrast to the effects of paired theta bursts, we found that four
sets of three bursts, separated by 2 min, generated robust LTP in
females (Fig. 8D) with individual fEPSPs progressively increasing
in size after each triplet (Fig. 8E). These results constitute the first
evidence that adult females have a higher threshold for S-C po-
tentiation than do males.

Bath infusion of 1 nM E2 lowered the LTP threshold (to paired
bursts) in females to the level found in untreated males. As pre-
dicted from the above kinase studies, antagonists to either ER� or
ER� significantly attenuated the enhancing effects of E2 infusion
on female LTP (Fig. 8F).

The LTP threshold results predict that females will require
measurably more training than males to encode memories that
are dependent on plasticity in field CA1. We tested this using
object location (i.e., object placement) memory [object location
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memory (OLM); Fig. 8G], which depends on synaptic plasticity
in CA1 (Barrett et al., 2011; Babayan et al., 2012) and is facilitated
by E2 action in hippocampus (Inagaki et al., 2010; Boulware et al.,
2013). OLM in males requires 5 min of training, is associated with

elevated synaptic pERK1/2, and requires �1 integrin function
(Babayan et al., 2012; Seese et al., 2014). Tests in females showed
that one 5 min training trial supports long-term OLM for mice in
proestrus (Fig. 8H) but not for those outside proestrus, although

Figure 6. Female S-C LTP depends on an RGD-binding �1 integrin. A, Image shows dual immunolabeling for Act-�1 integrin (red) and PSD-95 (green) in CA1 SR; inset shows the area surrounding
a double-labeled PSD (arrow) at higher magnification. Scale bars: A, D, large image, 10 �m; A, D, inset, 2 �m. B, Plot shows the immunolabeling density frequency distributions for Act-�1-IR
colocalized with PSD-95 in CA1 SR in female slices that received LFS or TBS of S-C projections; with TBS, compared with LFS, there was a greater rightward skew in the Act-�1 density frequency
distribution, indicating an increase in the proportion of synapses with dense Act-�1-IR ( p � 0.0001; F(21,882) 
 7.91; n 
 22/group). C, The percentage of double-labeled PSDs with dense
Act-�1-IR (�90 units on B), normalized to the mean of the LFS control group, showed that TBS increased the numbers of Act-�1-enriched synapses (**p 
 0.009, t(42) 
 2.75). D, Deconvolved
image shows colocalization of pFAK (red) and PSD-95 (green) immunoreactivities; double labeling appears yellow (arrows); inset shows the area surrounding a double-labeled PSD (arrow) at higher
magnification. E, TBS increased the rightward skew in the density frequency distribution for synaptic (PSD-95 colocalized) pFAK-IR ( p � 0.0001, F(19,323) 
 6.294) that was largely eliminated by
ER� antagonist MPP ( p � 0.0001, F(19,285) 
 7.514; LFS, n 
 10; TBS, n 
 9; TBS 	 MPP, n 
 8). F, The percentage of double-labeled synapses with high concentrations of pFAK (�90 units),
normalized to LFS control slices, was increased by TBS; MPP blocked this pFAK increase ( p 
 0.0037, F(2,26) 
 7.13; Bonferroni’s post-test: LFS vs TBS, **p � 0.01; TBS vs TBS 	 MPP, #p � 0.05).
G, The fiber volley amplitude vs fEPSP amplitude relationship (I/O curve) for female wild-type and cKO mice were comparable ( p 
 1.0, F(7,126) 
 0.01; n 
 9/group). H, Plot of fEPSP slopes
(expressed as a percentage of the mean baseline response) shows that in female mice TBS (applied at 20 min) induced robust LTP in wild types, whereas, in �1 cKOs, potentiation declined toward
baseline over 60 min. I, The percentage of LTP (expressed as the percentage at baseline) measured at 55– 60 min post-TBS was greatly reduced in female �1 cKO mice relative to WT mice. A similarly
pronounced suppression of female LTP was produced by the RGD-binding �1 integrin blocker echistatin (ECH) infused for 40 min before TBS ( p � 0.0001, F(3,27) 
 24.01; post hoc tests: WT vs cKO
and veh vs ECH, ***p � 0.001; n 
 9/group).
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the total time spent exploring cues did not differ across cycle
stages during training or testing (training: p 
 0.95, t(18) 
 0.06;
testing: p 
 0.57, t(18) 
 0.58; two-tailed t test; proestrus, n 
 8;
non-proestrus, n 
 12). Peripheral injections of either ER� an-
tagonist MPP or ER� antagonist PHTPP blocked long-term
OLM (assessed 24 h after training; Fig. 8I) by females in proes-
trus, also without an effect on exploratory behavior (training: p 

0.99, F(2,17) 
 0.003; testing: p 
 0.97, F(2,17) 
 0.032; veh, n 
 6;

MPP, n 
 5; PHTPP, n 
 7; one-way
ANOVA). Neither inhibitor affected
OLM by males (p 
 0.99; F(2,3) 
 0.64;
veh, n 
 7; MPP and PHTPP, n 
 6 each;
one-way ANOVA).

Finally, we asked whether learning object
location depends upon ER�-dependent en-
gagement of signaling through kinases as-
sociated with LTP. Females in proestrus
were given a 5 min OLM training trial and
then immediately killed for pERK1/2 im-
munofluorescence. FDT analyses of syn-
aptic immunolabeling of the CA1
dendritic lamina evaluated in LTP studies
(Fig. 8J) identified an elevated proportion
of PSDs associated with dense pERK1/
2-IR relative to similarly staged control fe-
male mice. The ER� antagonist MPP
blocked training-induced increases in
synaptic pERK1/2 (Fig. 8K). Finally, 5
min of OLM training did not increase syn-
aptic pERK-IR in non-proestrus females
(Fig. 8L), a result that accords with the
absence of learning in these mice.

Discussion
Sexual dimorphisms in brain and their
contributions to male/female differences
in learning are topics of broad and in-
creasing interest (Scharfman and Ma-
cLusky, 2008; Andreano and Cahill, 2009;
Luine, 2014; Choleris et al., 2018). The
present results point to striking yet unex-
pectedly discrete sex differences in func-
tional plasticity of excitatory synapses,
within a hippocampal field critical for
memory formation, that are likely to be
centrally involved in the encoding of spa-
tial information.

We previously showed that the well de-
scribed facilitation of synaptic responses
produced by exogenous E2 in adult male
CA1 (Woolley, 2007) is due to partial and
reversible activation of postsynaptic
actin-regulatory signaling that is required
for LTP consolidation (Kramár et al.,
2009). Infused E2 also markedly lowered
the threshold and increased the magni-
tude of LTP in males. Using selective ago-
nists, we determined that these effects of
applied E2 were initiated by ER�, with no
evident contribution from ER� or GPER1
(Kramár et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2016a).
The most upstream ER�-initiated events
identified in those experiments included
activation of synaptic �1 integrins and

integrin-dependent transactivation of TrkB (Wang et al., 2016a);
these two receptors are critical for LTP-related actin remodeling
in dendritic spines (Kramár et al., 2006; Rex et al., 2007; Bram-
ham, 2008; Wang et al., 2008). Here we identified still earlier
events set in motion by E2 application in CA1 of females only:
ER� contributes to the engagement of NMDAR-associated ki-
nases ERK1/2 and Src, which in turn regulate �1 integrin and

Figure 7. Synaptic TrkB activation depends on ER� and �1 integrin, and is required for LTP in females. A, Deconvolved image
shows punctate localization of pTrkB Y515 (red) and PSD-95 (green); yellow indicates double labeling (arrow). Scale bar, 2 �m.
Line graph shows that TBS, compared with LFS, caused a greater rightward skew in the density frequency distribution for pTrkB-IR
colocalized with PSD-95 ( p � 0.0001, F(19,342) 
 10.44), and MPP substantially reduced this effect ( p � 0.0001, F(19,342) 

10.66; n 
 10/group). Right, The percentage of double-labeled synapses with dense pTrkB-IR (�90 units) was elevated after TBS
in vehicle-treated, but not in MPP-treated, female slices (group means normalized to the LFS group mean; p 
 0.0025, F(2,29) 

7.55; post hoc tests: LFS vs TBS, *p � 0.05; TBS vs TBS 	 MPP, ##p � 0.01). B, In slices from male rats, TBS increased both (left)
the rightward skew in the synaptic pTrkB-IR density frequency distribution (vs LFS, p � 0.0001; F(19,342) 
 6.794) that was not
influenced by MPP ( p 
 0.939; F(19,342) 
 0.549, n 
 10/group) and (right) the percentage of PSD-95-IR synapses associated
with dense pTrkB-IR (�90 units), also not influenced by MPP ( p 
 0.009, F(2,29) 
 5.68; Bonferroni’s post-test: **p � 0.01 vs
LFS). C, TrkB blocker ANA-12 (750 nM) disrupted the stabilization of CA1 LTP in female slices ( p � 0.0001, t(10) 
 8.36; n 

6/group). D, S-C TBS produced a marked increase in the percentage of PSDs associated with dense pTrkB-IR in wild-type mice but
not in �1 integrin cKOs ( p �0.0001, F(3,36) 
25.55; post hoc tests: LFS vs TBS for wild types, ***p �0.0001; LFS, n 
9; TBS, n 

8; LFS vs TBS for �1 cKOs, n.s.; n 
 10/group). E, Image shows pCofilin-IR colocalized with PSD-95 in female CA1 SR. Right, In
females, S-C TBS increased the rightward skew in the density frequency distribution for synaptic pCofilin (relative to LFS; p �
0.0001, F(19,399) 
 7.69; LFS, n 
 12; TBS, n 
 11). F, The selective ROCK inhibitor H1152 (100 nM, 160 min) blocked S-C LTP in
female slices ( p 
 0.0013, t(9) 
 4.57; veh,, n 
 6; H1152, n 
 5).
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Figure 8. Sex differences in thresholds for LTP and spatial learning. A, Five pairs of two theta bursts produced significant S-C LTP in male but not in female CA1 ( p 
 0.0005, t(11) 
 4.86; female,
n 
 7; male, n 
 6). B, The S-C fEPSP slope immediately after each burst pair increased steadily across the first three pairs for both sexes but diverged for the last two pairs ( p 
 0.045, F(4,44) 

2.666). C, Five pairs of two theta bursts increased the percentage of CA1 SR synapses with dense pERK1/2-IR in male but not female slices (values normalized to the mean of their respective LFS
groups; one-way ANOVA: p � 0.0001, F(3,56) 
 11.28; post hoc tests: male TBS vs each other group, ***p � 0.0001; 14 –16 slices/group). D, Four sets of TBS triplets (three bursts, 200 ms between
bursts, 2 min between triplets) produced significant LTP in female slices ( p 
 0.0025, t(11) 
 3.91 vs 2 in burst group; n 
 6/group). E, The fEPSP slope immediately after each burst triplet steadily
increased (�150% to 209% of baseline). F, E2 (1 nM), perfused for 10 min before collecting baseline responses and continued 30 min more, increased LTP magnitude in females (five pairs of theta
bursts, LTP expressed as the percentage of baseline); this enhancement was significantly attenuated by either ER� antagonist MPP or ER� antagonist PHTPP applied 30 min before and during E2
application ( p 
 0.0001, F(3,25) 
 9.52, one-way ANOVA; post hoc tests: con vs E2, ***p 
 0.0001; E2 vs E2 	 MPP, ##p 
 0.003; E2 vs E2 	 PHTPP, #p � 0.02; con vs E2 	 MPP or E2 	 PHTPP,
p � 0.35). G, For OLM training, mice explored the chamber containing two identical objects (A1 and A2); for testing 24 h later, they returned to the chamber with one of the objects moved to a novel
location. H, With 5 min of training, OLM was greater for proestrus (Pro) than non-proestrus (Non-pro) mice (signified by DI; ***p � 0.0001, t(18) 
 7.27; Pro, n 
 8; Non-pro, n 
 12). I, MPP or
PHTPP (0.6 mg/kg) blocked OLM in proestrus mice ( p � 0.0001, F(2,17) 
 28.94; post hoc tests: veh vs MPP, ***p � 0.001; veh vs PHTPP, ***p � 0.001; veh, n 
 6; MPP, n 
 5; PHTPP, n 
 7).
J, Location of CA1 fields for measures of pERK-IR. K, After 5 min of OLM training in proestrus, the numbers of dense pERK1/2-IR PSDs were increased in mice that sampled the objects relative to those
that explored an empty chamber; this effect was blocked by MPP ( p 
 0.003, F(2,23) 
 7.78; Control vs Learn, **p � 0.01; Learn vs Learn 	 MPP, #p � 0.05; n 
 8/group; normalized to control
mean). L, The 5 min of OLM training did not affect the numbers of dense pERK1/2-IR PSDs in non-proestrus mice ( p 
 0.44, t(23) 
 0.79; Control, n 
 13; Learn, n 
 12).
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TrkB function (Fincham et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2010). Results
further show that in females E2 infusion lowers the threshold for
LTP but— unlike the case for males— both ER� and ER� con-
tribute to this effect. We conclude that exogenous E2 mobilizes
ER� signaling at excitatory S-C synapses in both sexes but
triggers significant contributions from ER� in females only.
Quantitative immunofluorescence uncovered one factor likely
contributing to this synaptic dimorphism: in CA1, the propor-
tion of excitatory synapses containing high concentrations of
ER� was substantially greater in females than in males,
whereas the numbers of synapses enriched in ER� or GPER1
did not differ between the sexes. Figure 9, A and B, summarizes
these findings.

Sex differences in the abundance of synaptic ER� are some-
what surprising given comparable levels of ER� and ER� gene
expression (Meitzen et al., 2017) and numbers of expressing neu-
rons (Weiland et al., 1997; Zuloaga et al., 2014) in adult hip-
pocampus. These findings suggest there may be dimorphisms in

ER� trafficking. Male/female differences in the expression of
proteins that enable ER� membrane delivery and signaling have
been reported (Meitzen et al., 2017), but the levels of these pro-
teins near the synapse are not known. Related to compartmental-
ization, it should be noted that the FDT technique used here
allows for measures of ER� colocalized with PSD-95, and thus
positioned near the synapse in the postsynaptic compartment,
but does not describe ER� levels deeper within the spine or in
membrane-bound versus cytosolic pools. In evaluating synaptic
localization of the glucocorticoid receptor (GR), we found good
agreement between FDT (GR colocalization with PSD-95) and
counts of GR-IR aggregates within spine heads of GFP-ex-
pressing neurons but also observed GR aggregates within spine
necks that would not have been quantified by FDT (Jafari et al.,
2012). It will be interesting to determine whether sex differences
in ER� levels extend away from the synapse to influence sug-
gested parasynaptic functions such as translation control (Milner
et al., 2001; Mitterling et al., 2010).

Figure 9. A two-factor hypothesis for sexual dimorphism at hippocampal synapses. A, Prior studies showed that, in male hippocampus, infused E2 acts via ER� to stimulate modulatory receptors
(�1 integrins, TrkB) leading to actin signaling and transiently enhanced baseline synaptic responses. Experiments described here demonstrate that E2 engages two NMDAR-associated kinases
(ERK1/2, Src) that are upstream from these events; in males, this effect is mediated by ER� with no detectable contribution from ER�. B, E2 application also activates the two kinases in females, but
the response to exogenous E2 is mediated by both ER� and ER�. It is proposed that this sex difference reflects the greater concentration of ER� in female synapses (first dimorphic feature). C,
Induction of LTP in males activates the two NMDAR-related kinases and downstream signaling events that stabilize the potentiated state. These downstream steps, and LTP itself, do not depend on
local estrogen, ER�, or ER�. D, LTP induction in females also activates ERK1/2 and Src but, in contrast to males, the effect is dependent upon ER�. We propose that the functional links between
NMDARs and the kinases are weaker in females than in males (second dimorphic feature), and so kinase activation requires a boost from released estrogen and stimulation of ER�. The dependency
upon local estrogen is accompanied by a higher threshold for LTP in females, an effect that can be offset by exogenous estradiol acting via mechanisms described in B.
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The activation of synaptic Src, ERK1/2, and TrkB is a critical
early step in the production of LTP, as has been extensively char-
acterized in male field CA1 (Figurov et al., 1996; Sweatt, 2001;
MacDonald et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2010; Seese et al., 2012). The
present experiments using selective ER antagonists showed that
with TBS, postsynaptic activation of each of these kinases, and
induction of LTP itself, depends on ER� in females, but not in
males. We found no evidence for contributions of ER� to TBS-
induced signaling responses or LTP in either sex. The critical
involvement of ER� in LTP in females only was further demon-
strated in studies of NOER and MOER mice that express only the
nuclear or membrane variant of ER�, respectively; these studies
showed that in females LTP depends upon membrane-associated
ER�. Although the classical mechanism of ER action entails nu-
clear transport and transcriptional regulation, our results align
with the growing body of evidence that signal transduction, in-
cluding rapid kinase activation in neurons, can originate from the
membrane receptor (Grove-Strawser et al., 2010; Roepke et al.,
2011; Almey et al., 2015; Levin and Hammes, 2016; Micevych et
al., 2017) and that some of this membrane signaling is sexually
dimorphic (Boulware et al., 2005, 2007; Huang and Woolley,
2012).

Evidence that local estrogen effects on synaptic signaling and
LTP in females depend on membrane ER� suggests that the ab-
sence of endogenous estrogen effects on LTP in males is due, at
least in part, to lower postsynaptic ER� levels. That said, a lack of
a contribution from estrogen signaling through ER� in males is
surprising. Responses to applied E2 and specific ER ligands show
that both ER� and ER� can facilitate S-C LTP (present results)
and learning (Boulware et al., 2013). Thus, sex differences in the
contributions of local estrogens could reflect the somewhat lower
affinity of the neurosteroids for ER� relative to ER� (Kuiper et
al., 1997; Perkins et al., 2017), which may be important in the
context of the presumably brief estrogen release event associated
with TBS or sex differences in signaling properties of neuronal
ERs and associated proteins, as considered previously (Boulware
et al., 2005).

The dependence in females on ER� for the activation of at
least two NMDAR- and LTP-related kinases with TBS highlights
a second aspect of synaptic dimorphism: estrogen-independent
mechanisms for the activation of these kinases by patterned af-
ferent activity must be weaker in females than in males, and this is
compensated for by stronger signaling to the enzymes from local
ER� in females (Fig. 9C,D). This effect does not seem to be due to
differences in NMDAR activation between the sexes. Blocking
ER� in females did not affect NMDAR-influenced physiological
responses to TBS: there was no effect on initial LTP magnitude or
the facilitation of burst responses across the theta train. Why then
are the depolarizing potentials (absent ER� signaling) insuffi-
cient to activate synaptic ERK1/2 and Src or to induce LTP in
females when they are clearly adequate in males? One possibility
involves links between NMDARs and the kinases. With the in-
duction of LTP, ERK1/2 activation is NMDAR dependent (Wang
et al., 2007). Mechanisms of Src activation are more complex,
with known contributions from NMDARs, integrins, and eph-
rinB receptors, among others (Salter and Kalia, 2004); neverthe-
less, we have found that with S-C TBS postsynaptic increases in
pSrc are NMDAR dependent (Chen et al., 2010). Recent work has
shown that NMDARs can activate Src via nonionic, signalosome-
type interactions (Weilinger et al., 2016). We propose that such
nonionic relationships between the NMDARs and submembrane
elements (Dore et al., 2017) may be stronger in males than in
females. This idea further suggests that the relatively weaker ki-

nase regulation by nonionic NMDAR function in females re-
quires a boost from ER� signaling to initiate downstream events
necessary for LTP. Tests of this idea will be an important next step
in describing the substrates for sex differences in synaptic plasticity.

The sexually dimorphic synaptic features identified here ap-
peared to be discrete: a number of LTP-related signaling events
(Lynch et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2016a) were comparable between
the sexes except for the anticipated dependency on ER� in fe-
males. These included activity-dependent �1 integrin and TrkB
activation, integrin regulation of TrkB activation, TBS-induced
increases in pCofilin, and the dependence of LTP on the actin
regulatory signaling through ROCK. Thus, although the sub-
strate map for shifting synapses into their potentiated state is still
better understood for males (Lynch et al., 2013), the available
data indicate that sexual dimorphisms influencing the generation
of S-C LTP are limited to early stages in NMDAR-associated
signaling and synaptic ER� levels.

The convergence of ER� and ER� signaling on LTP-asso-
ciated synaptic kinases suggests that the effects of circulating and
local estrogen will be additive with regard to plasticity. Tests of
this argument generated novel evidence that females have a
higher activity threshold for the induction of LTP compared with
males, and that this sex difference is eliminated by the infusion of
E2 in the concentration range of circulating E2 (Mukai et al.,
2010). Antagonists of either ER prevented the threshold lowering
of female LTP by infused E2. These results gave rise to predictions
as to the basis and pharmacology of sex differences in the acqui-
sition of spatial memory, a process that is known to involve field
CA1. Specifically, we expected that during diestrus, when circu-
lating and hippocampal estrogens are low (Kato et al., 2013),
females would have a higher threshold than males or females in
proestrus for field CA1-dependent object location memory, and
this proved to be the case. This finding aligns with human studies
showing that encoding spatial relationships is sexually differenti-
ated (Kimura, 1996; Andreano and Cahill, 2009).

Are there adaptive advantages associated with sex differences
in the threshold for learning-related synaptic modifications?
There is no a priori reason to assume that a single optimal encod-
ing threshold applies across circumstances: certain types of sig-
nals might be effectively acquired with brief sampling and short
theta burst trains while more elaborate information would be
best acquired with longer trains. From this perspective, evolu-
tionary pressures toward synaptic dimorphism would reflect
male versus female probabilities for having to deal with different
aspects of the environment. It will be interesting in future studies
to test for sex differences in learning and associated firing pat-
terns in the afferents of CA1, in animals exposed to complex
environments that contain the semantic, spatial, and temporal
elements of episodic memory, which rely on distinct components
of hippocampal circuitry.
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